
The GARDE (Global Alliance for Responsibility, Democracy and Equity) is a 
programme of the Environmental Law Service (ELS), the largest non–profi t 

public interest law organisation in CEE region.
GARDE refl ects rapid societal changes connected to the globalization 

processes and that is why it focuses on the identifi cation of the key issues of 
this phenomenon. Its primary aim is to help people who are harmed by the 

negative impacts of globalization with free legal help. In this respect, corporate 
accountability was identifi ed as the fi rst important issue to tackle. Therefore, 

our mission is to hold corporations responsible. Our core activity is strategic 
litigation. We oppose large multinationals in cases of environmental and human 
rights infringements. Further, using our earned practical experience, we try to 

promote system changes at the EU level as well as in the Czech Republic.
GARDE is unique in its activities in  the CEE region. 

There is no other organisation systematically working on corporate 
accountability and corporate social responsibility from this critical 

point of view and connecting both topics together.CONTACT >>
GARDE – Environmental Law Service

Dvořákova 13
602 00 Brno
Czech Republic 

tel: +420 545 575 229
fax: +420 542 213 373 

e-mail: brno@eps.cz 

www.responsibility.cz | www.eps.cz | www.sedlakjan.cz

GARDE‘S MAIN ACTIVITIES>>
>> Legal aid to communities and individuals negatively affected by multinationals’ foreign direct 

investment in the Czech Republic.
>> Legal aid for employees discriminated against by multinationals.

>> Holding corporations accountable by utilizing consumer rights.
>> Promoting transparent relationships between private and public sector in the Czech Republic.

>> Raising awareness about corporate accountability and corporate social responsibility and 
problems connected with them in the EU

GARDE uses a wide range of legal tools of Czech, International and European law from various 
areas – environmental law, labour law, consumer law, constitutional law, 

administrative law, business law, and civil law.



>> GARDE represents the Czech Republic in the executive committee of the European Coalition for Corporate 
Justice (ECCJ). ECCJ is an initiative of 16 European organisations promoting legally enforceable mechanisms 
based on internationally agreed standards and principles in the areas of human, social and environmental rights 
in order to reverse the unsustainable impacts of business activities

>> GARDE has been systematicaly involved in the developement of the concept of corporate social 
responsibility (CSR). We carried out an international research aimed at raising awareness of CSR and building 
capacities concerning CSR among labour unions and civil society organizations in selected new EU member 
states. Among other activities we organised international conference on social responsibility backed by 
the former president of the Czech Republic Mr. Václav Havel and published a handbook aimed at educating 
stakeholders and the general public of CSR-related issues - “Taking corporate social responsibility seriously”.

>> GARDE continues with its effort promote system changes in all topics we focus on, both at the national and 
the EU level. Recently we have contributed to the preparation of proposed consumer protection and anti-
discrimination legislation in the Czech Republic.

Mr.Rajter receives 9,2 million 
EUR in compensation for his 
land and withdrawal of all 
lawsuits against the Mexican 
aluminium works Nemak.  

Danone company apologises for 
improper use of the BIO mark on 
its yoghurts.

GARDE lawyers revealed that 
LG.Philips Displays factory 
illegaly initiated production 
without a preventive 
programme on major-accident 
hazards needed for operation. 
Four responsible state offi cials 
were relieved of their offi ce.

EXAMPLES OF STRATEGIC LITIGATION CASES >>

>> NEMAK AND FARMER RAJTER 
For fi ve years our lawyers represented a farmer, Mr. Rajter, in his fi ght 
against Mexican corporation Nemak. Its aluminium works was illegally 
built next to Mr. Rajter’s fertile fi elds in the industrial zone prepared by 
the Town of Most. This irreversibly depreciated the value of his farmland. 
Our relevant objections against Nemak were recognized by a dozen of 
judgements which led the Town of Most to decision to fi nd a settlement 
with Mr. Rajter and buy his fi elds needed for the industrial zone. Finally, 
Mr. Rajter was given Eur 9,2 million in compensation for his land and 
withdrawal of all lawsuits against the industrial zone and Nemak.
http://www.sedlakjan.cz/

>> HYUNDAI IN CZECH REPUBLIC 
Representatives of the Hyundai Motor Company, public authorities and 
the Moravia-Silesia Region signed a “Declaration of Understanding” with 
NGOs, lead by GARDE lawyers.  Hyundai is bound to reduce, remove 
and compensate damages caused to the environment and human health 
resulting from production at its factory development in Nošovice. The 
Declaration is the fi rst such comprehensive agreement signed in the 
Czech Republic. The parties signed it before construction of the plant 
had begun. 

>> DANONE AND ORGANIC “BIO”  MARK CASE
We represented the Pro-Bio company, the biggest processor of organic-
groceries, that brought a suit against the Danone company that had not 
been produced organicaly. Based on an order granted by the Prague High 
Court, Danone,  issued a public apology for improper use of the organic 
“Bio” mark on its yoghurts.

>> CAR FACTORY TPCA 
Based on our proposal to rectify the illegalities that have occurred in 
connection with their investment, Toyota Motor Corporation and PSA 
Peugeot Citroën negotiated with us and undertook several actions: 
adopted better measures to revitalise the area around their Kolín 
factory, established a special grant programme for the civic sector and 
local communities, fi nanced special anti-noise measures for affected 
people and started using special silencers to reduce the plant‘s noise 
pollution.
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